411 information
B4 before
B4N bye for now
BBL be back later
BBS be back soon
BFF best friends forever
BFN bye for now
BRB be right back
BTW by the way
CSL can’t stop laughing
CU see you
CUNS see you in school
CUOL see you online
CUZ because
CWYL chat with you later
CYA see ya
CYL see you later
CYO see you online
CYT see you tomorrow
DIKU do I know you?
DIY do it yourself
EMA what is your E-mail address
EZ easy
FAQ frequently asked question(s)
FYI for your information
GL good luck
GR got to run
GTR got to run
HA hello again
HAGD have a good day

HAGD have a great day
HAGN have a good night
HB hurry back
IB I’m back
IDK I don’t know
IDKY I don’t know you
IDTS I don’t think so
IM instant message
IMS I am sorry
IOH I’m outta here
IOW in other words
JK just kidding
JW just wondering
K okay
KEWL cool
KIT keep in touch
KOC kiss on cheek
KOL kiss on lips
KWIM know what I mean?
L2M listening to music
L8R later
LD later, dude
LOL laughing out loud
MSG message
NAZ name, address, zip
NBD no big deal
NM never mind
NOYB none of your business
N/P no problem
NTK nice to know

NT no thanks
NW no way!
Peeps people
PLZ please
PPL people
PU that stinks
P-ZA pizza
RU are you?
SMAIM send me an instant
message
SMEM send me an E-mail
SUP or WU what’s up
SYL see you later
SYS see you soon
THX thanks
TLK2UL8R talk to you later
TTG time to go
TTYL talk to you later
TU thank you
UW you’re welcome
WC welcome
WC who cares?
WDYS what did you say?
WDYT what do you think?
W/E whatever
WTG way to go
WWY where were you?
XME excuse me
YGBK you gotta be kiddin’
ZZ Sleeping, Bored, Tired

: -) I’m happy
;-) I’m winking
:-( I’m sad
:-O I’m yelling
:-@ I’m screaming

:-| I’m indifferent
:-/ I’m confused
:-D I’m shocked/surprised
:`(```` I’m crying
>:-( I’m angry frown/upset

|-O I’m yawning bored
:-< I'm sad
:-c I'm bummed out
|-| I'm bored or asleep

